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Welcome to The Legend of Tartessos!
A unique race is about to start, a race with history.

Lisbon

Huelva is a diverse, welcoming and ancient province, the oldest in
the West. And here, the Legend of Tartessos was born; making
Tartessian ring, a true legend.
That is why you now have the opportunity to become a true
legend on your bike, in a unique environment: beaches, trails,
rivers, pine forests and landscapes from another planet. Four
days of the UCI calendar to enjoy in a land with thousands of
alone or as a couple.
All with the best bikers in the world. The Legend of Tartessos
brings together champions, Olympic medallists, ultra trail winners
and true warriors. The last stage is here, become a legend.

Huelva

Seville

Faro

There’s no turning back. You’re part of The Legend of Tartessos.
Straight to Legend!!

INTRODUCCIÓN
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María Eugenia Limón Bayo
(President of Huelva Provincial Council)

At Huelva Provincial Council, we have been taking the
promotion of nature sports very seriously for years, with
the utmost respect for the environment. For the Legend of
Tartessos, we want to combine a sport, like mountain biking,
with all the variety of the landscape of Huelva province.
It is a new race to enjoy high-level mountain biking. The
province of Huelva has always been closely linked to cycling
and it is a great joy for us to celebrate this event here,
bringing together the great Mountain Biking stars for four
days.
As president of the Provincial Council, I would like to wish
all the participants the most enjoyable time in the province
and encourage them to get to know and enjoy our culture,
gastronomy and all the good things that Huelva has to offer.

INTRODUCCIÓN

Tomeu Roig
(Hotel Fuerte El Rompido Director)

At the Fuerte El Rompido hotel, we are proud to be part of
A top calibre event that will attract the attention of many
sports lovers, especially cycling fans.
The 4-stage journey through the province of Huelva is an
interesting one, with some spectacular background scenery:
the iconic, peculiar landscape of Minas de Riotinto.
show off the wonders of Huelva, as well as the privileged
village of El Rompido, facing the mouth of the Piedras River
and a 14 km virgin beach looking out at the ocean.
Good luck and thanks for taking part!
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Javier Imbroda Ortiz
(Education and Sports Councillor)

The organisation of sports events in Andalusia is a satisfaction
for us all. We are aware of the importance of practising sport in
a modern society as an instrument of education in values and as
something that generates wealth, health and a great quality of life.
So we are keen to celebrate the birth of a new mountain bike
event, the Legend of Tartessos, with around 400 athletes
competing. Among them will be Emilio Martín; the current DMT
world champion, Tiago Ferreira; the Krypteia Capital runners,
Haimar Zubeldia, Milton Ramos and Julen Zubero or Ismael
Esteban; and ‘Chamba’, the triathlete Juan Bautithis Castile.
Huelva from February 3 to 6, combining the sporting aspect
with the diversity of one of the best tourist destinations we
have in Andalusia; without forgetting the effort and tenacity of
the dedicated cyclists, riding through the beautiful landscape
of Huelva. I am convinced that this cycling event will become
a benchmark within the most prestigious mountain bike stage
races in Europe, It will help promote sports and active tourism,
our environment and its possibilities, as well as position the
province of Huelva as a destination for mountain biking at a
national and international level.

Josefa Inmaculada González Bayo
(Mayor of Cartaya)

Welcome to Cartaya
Headquarters of the Legend of Tartessos, an event that
will make our municipality and the province of Huelva
the epicentre of national mountain biking, which we
welcome with open arms. We are pleased to show our
clear commitment to sport by attracting high-level sports
competitions to our municipality, with athletes from all over
Spain and Europe, who encourage the practice of sport and
boost the economy of our town.
Cartaya is a friendly municipality that will welcome all
participants, among whom are prominent national cycling
competition, in a circuit that goes among beaches, trails and
pine forests. A unique environment, where the blue of the
sea merges in an embrace with the green of the pine trees,
undoubtedly favour the practice of sport and allow us to
host these types of events and activities.
A sporting show in every way, which we hope you will enjoy.
So, without further ado, welcome.

Good luck in the competition.

INTRODUCCIÓN
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HUELVA,
INFINITE

Huelva is synonymous with light, sea, nature and
life. It is the Spanish province with the most hours of
sunshine per year, and has an ideal climate for living in
and enjoying any sport.
A landscape with a surprising variety of attractions:
ancient mining enclaves, rivers full of history, wide
marshes and much more.
Quiet villages that ooze history in protected
environments, such as the Sierra de Aracena, Picos
de Aroche and the Doñana National Park; as well as
a rich historical and cultural heritage with the largest
native gastronomic variety in all of Europe.
Here is the oldest city in the West and from these
lands departed the greatest deed of Humanity: the
Discovery of America. The Lugares Colombinos are
well worth a visit.
What more could you want? Two airports less than
an hour away, Seville and Faro, both connected by
motorways, so any European destination is less than
three hours away by plane.
Come and enjoy. Huelva welcomes you with open
arms.

HUELVA, INFINITE
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BASE CENTRE
The base centre for the Legend of Tartessos 2022 is the Fuerte El
Rompido hotel, a coastal and marine centre in the municipality of
Cartaya, Huelva.
On the occasion of the Legend of Tartessos, different areas have
been set up to accommodate the runners and general public.
welcomes you along with some of the sponsors. On the lower level,
you reach the ‘Destapa el Andévalo’ area, which opens up to the rest
of the rooms: technical services, media room, physiotherapy room
and, at the end, the conference room, which will host the technical
talks from the previous day for each stage as well as other activities.

HOW TO FIND US
From Seville Airport (SVQ)
Aeropuerto de San Pablo A-4, km 532, 41020, Sevilla
reach the hotel by the A5053.
From Faro Airport, Portugal (FAO)
Infante), you pass the International Bridge over the Guadiana
the HU3402; from there you reach the hotel by the A5053.

BASE CENTRE
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PADDOCK AREA ORGANISATION
The hotel and its surroundings will host the
paddock area and all the services for runners and
visitors.
•
•
• Race venue
• Team area
•
• Press Conference room / Race Meeting room,
• Award ceremonies,
• Doping tests

CONTACT
Hotel Fuerte El Rompido, Urb. Marina El Rompido

BASE CENTRE
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stage 1 - ruta de la luz
of the race runs along the trails of the Cartaya pine forests.
This is a fast stage so a strategic position will be key. The
second block goes through the famous enduros of Cartaya,
Arroyo Gordo, Las Madamas and the classic enduro. Over
18 km of continuous climbing and descent, full of stones;
where the riders have to use all their skill while keeping an
eye on the bike mechanics, in terrain requiring pure strength.
the Litoral greenway and very fast terrain, to the town of
Cartaya.
Technical demands:
participants looking to enjoy themselves.
Return: From the end of the stage to the base hotel, there is
a distance of about 8 km. There is a bike lane to ride easily
to El Rompido and, in about 15 minutes, the riders will be
able to recount their battles of the day with colleagues, and
rest and recover in an idyllic setting to face the rest of the
Legend of Tartessos.

STAGE 1 - RUTA DE LA LUZ
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ETAPA 1 DATA

Start

START
Hotel Fuerte
el Rompido

FINISH
Cartaya

DISTANCE

DIFFERENCE IN LEVEL

63 km

980 m

FIRST TIME

2:20 h

LOCATION

KM

Parking mall
Faro

0

Technical area 1

Calle Teneria
(Cartaya)

Refreshments 1
Crono control

Plaza redonda
(Cartaya)

27,7

Refreshments 2
Technical area 2

Embalse
Piedras
Road

45

Finish

Plaza redonda
(Cartaya)

63

25

COORDINATES
37°13’07.7”N

37°16’48.5”N

7°13’40.1”W

FIRST

LAST

10:00 h

10:05 h

10:50 h

11:25 h

11:00 h

11:35 h

11:55 h

13:00 h

12:30 h

14:00 h

LAST TIME

4:50 h

100 m

TECHNICAL
DIFFICULTY
Medium

STAGE 1 - RUTA DE LA LUZ

PHYSICAL
DIFFICULTY
Medium

50 m

60 km
40 km

0m

20 km
0 km
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ROUTE STAGE 1

Refreshment 2
Technical Area 2
Km 45

FINISH
Cartaya
Refreshment 1
Crono control
Km 27,7
Technical area 1
Km 25

START
Hotel Fuerte el Rompido

STAGE 1 - RUTA DE LA LUZ
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STAGE 1
Organization
STARTING GRID

START

PADDOCK

STAGE 1 - RUTA DE LA LUZ
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STAGE 1
Return to base centre
8 km

FINISH

Plaza Redonda
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BIKE TRACK START

STAGE 1 - RUTA DE LA LUZ
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STAGE 2 - ruta de la frontera

Departure from Huerto Ramírez to the town of El
stage, before rising to the wind farm. From there, the
race heads to the border with Portugal to connect the
Puerto de La Laja to the Guadiana path. This will be
a spectacular 15 km along the banks of the Guadiana
river heading to Sanlúcar de Guadiana, with some
The famous ascent to the castle of San Marcos and
the subsequent Los Burros descent will be decisive
points in the stage that continues for about 5 km more
along the Ribera del Guadiana path.
but with an upward trend, which will spread out the

stairways that will almost certainly require riders to
stop and carry their bikes; although well worth it for
the enjoyment and views offered of the border with
Portugal and the Guadiana.
How to get there and back: Take the A5053 towards
Cartaya then follow the HU3402 from there until the
reaches Villanueva de los Castillejos. From there, the
HU4402 reaches Huerto Ramírez, after turning right.

STAGE 2 - RUTA DE LA FRONTERA
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STAGE 2 DATA

Start

START
Huerto
Ramírez

FINISH
Huerto
Ramírez

DISTANCE

DIFFERENCE IN LEVEL

68 km

1700 m

FIRST TIME

3h

TECHNICAL
DIFFICULTY
Medium

STAGE 2 - RUTA DE LA FRONTERA

UBICATION

KM

COORDINATES

FIRST

LAST

Huerto Ramirez
El Almendro

0

37°31’27.6”N
7°21’44.1”W

10:00 h

10:05 h

17

37°32’42.3”N
7°25’16.1”W

10:35 h

11:05 h

Refreshments 1
Technical area 1
Refreshments 2
Technical area 2

Puerto La Laja

45

37°31’30.2”N
7°28’51.4”W

11:35 h

12:50 h

Refreshments 3
Technical area 3

Sanlúcar de
Guadiana

56

37°28’18.5”N
7°28’00.6”W

12:10 h

13:30 h

Finish

Huerto Ramirez

68

37°31’27.6”N
7°21’44.1”W

12:50 h

14:30 h

LAST TIME

5:30 h

PHYSICAL
DIFFICULTY
High

200 m
60 km
0m

40 km
20 km
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ROUTE STAGE 2

Refreshment 1
Technical area 1
Km 17

START AND FINISH
Huerto Ramírez

Refreshment 2
Technical area 2
Km 45

Refreshment 3
Technical area 3
Km 56

STAGE 2 - RUTA DE LA FRONTERA
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STAGE 2
Organization

PARKING

Media

Building

GRID

START AND FINISH
BIKES CLEANING
POINT

STAGE 2 - RUTA DE LA FRONTERA
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STAGE 3 - ruta del metal

From the Muelle de las Carabelas, in La Rábida, and
passing through the same monastery, it connects with the
tracks parallel to Marismas del Polvorín to cross Palos de
la Frontera, Moguer and the Lucena del Puerto town centre,
Crossing the River Tinto in Niebla, the land is dominated
by slopes between the forests. The following tracks can
mostly be taken at speed and will lead to the Manzanito
area, turning towards Valverde del Camino along forest
tracks and paths with some spectacular trails.
The highest ascent is in the last 30 km of the stage,
which will slow down the pace. Valverde is reached by the
Vía Verde de San Juan - Río Tinto, directly reaching the

STAGE 3 - RUTA DEL METAL

Technical demands: Relatively simple, but the most
physical of all the stages, along terrain where it is easy to
pedal.
How to get there: Leave El Rompido on the A5052 towards
Punta Umbría. At La Bota beach, in front of the Rifeño
restaurant, turn left towards Huelva on the A5051. Upon
reaching Huelva, follow Avenida Francisco Montenegro to
the Columbus Monument, where you take the N442 to La
Rábida.
How to return: From Valverde del Camino, take the N435
A5052.
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STAGE 3 DATA

START
Muelle de las
Carabelas

FINISH
Valverde del
Camino

DISTANCE

DIFFERENCE IN LEVEL

104 km

2000 m

LOCATION

KM

Start

Muelle de la
Carabelas

0

Refreshments 1
Technical area 1

Lucena

30

Refreshments 2
Technical area 2

Embalse San
Walabonso

60

Refreshments 3
Technical area 3

El manzanito

76

Refreshments 4

(organization only)

Finish

FIRST TIME

LAST TIME

3:40 h

7h

TECHNICAL
DIFFICULTY
Low

PHYSICAL
DIFFICULTY
High

LAST

37°18’13.2”N
6°43’56.8”W

10:20 h

10:50 h

37°27’36.8”N
6°42’30.5”W

11:25 h

12:15 h

12:10 h

13:20 h

-

12:50 h

14:00 h

37°34’37.1”N
6°45’01.3”W

13:15 h

15:30 h

37°12’38.5”N

-

Valverde del
Camino

FIRST

104

200 m

0m
0 km

STAGE 3 - RUTA DEL METAL

COORDINATES

20 km

40 km

50 km

80 km

100 km
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ROUTE STAGE 3
FINISH
Valverde del Camino

Refreshment 3
Zona técnica 3
Km 76

Refreshment 2
Zona técnica 2
Km 60

Refreshment 1
Zona técnica 1
Km 30

START
Muelle de las Carabelas

STAGE 3 - RUTA DEL METAL
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STAGE 3
Organization

START

GRID

STAGE 3 - RUTA DEL METAL

PARKING
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STAGE 3
Organization
BIKES
CLEANING
POINT

FINISH

arril

Avda. Ferroc

Media

Valverde Theatre

STAGE 3 - RUTA DEL METAL
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stage 4 - crono del atlántico
The last kilometre runs along the bike path that crosses
Departure from El Rompido, through the town to the Río
Piedras yacht club, covering a stretch of beach. From here,
along the A5053, take Calle Granada to reach the lower
Piedras River, when you reach the car park for the El Faro
Cartaya pine forest.
del Rompido shopping centre.
Then, riding along paths and roads in Cartaya, you reach
the area of El Portil. Before arriving, you take a 180° turn
to follow the direction to El Rompido again. Through an

Technical demands: The fastest and most enjoyable.
Paths with curves that will favour the most skilled, but
which everyone will enjoy. Risk level: zero. Enjoyment

station, directly accessing the bike path of the Marina del
Rompido golf course.

STAGE 4 - CRONO DEL ATLÁNTICO
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STAGE 4 DATA

START
Hotel Fuerte
El Rompido

FINISH
Hotel Fuerte
El Rompido

Start

LOCATION

KM

COORDINATES

FIRST

LAST

El Rompido

0

37°13’02.6”N
7°07’15.4”W

10:00 h

12:00 h

37°13’33.8”N
7°03’37.3”W

10:30 h

12:30 h

11:00 h

13:00 h

Refreshments 1
Technical area 1

DISTANCE

DESNIVEL

25 km

250 m

FIRST TIME

LAST TIME

1h

2h

Finish

Centro
Comercial
El Faro

25

37°13’08.8”N

40 m
20 m

TECHNICAL
DIFFICULTY
Medium

STAGE 4 - CRONO DEL ATLÁNTICO

PHYSICAL
DIFFICULTY
Low

15 km
0m
0 km

5 km

20 km

10 km

26

ROUTE STAGE 4

Refreshment 1
Technical area 1

FINISH
Centro Comercial
El Faro

STAGE 4 - CRONO DEL ATLÁNTICO

START
El Rompido

27

STAGE 4
Organization

BASE
CENTRE

FINISH

START

STAGE 4 - CRONO DEL ATLÁNTICO
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Cosmopolitan and welcoming, Cartaya embraces the
visitor and boasts almost 12,000 hectares of pine trees
Strolling through its streets, you can appreciate the

CARTAYA, A
PARADISE WITH
A FLAVOUR OF
THE SEA

such as San Miguel castle and the imposing fortress of
Los Zúñiga.
in the Piedras estuary Natural Park and the Flecha del
Rompido where you can lose track of time as you walk
through untouched nature.

watching dreamy sunsets?

CARTAYA, A PARADISE WITH A FLAVOUR OF THE SEA
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MUELLE
DE LAS
CARABELAS

MUELLE DE LAS CALABERAS

One of the most visited places in Huelva province,
celebrating the Columbian journey of more than 500 years
hand how sailors lived on board.
There is also an interpretation centre, where you can see
learn about the discovery of America. Here in the summer,
there are numerous activities for both children and adults.
Opposite the pier stands the imposing Ibero-American
Forum of La Rábida, which hosts numerous cultural events.

30

Palos de la Frontera is the cradle of the Discovery of
America and is redolent of a new world. Under the shadow
of Christopher Columbus and Martín Alonso Pinzón,
it offers an important architectural legacy: the Pinzón
brothers’ house, San Jorge church, the “House of Mercy”
(Casa de la Misericordia), the Naval Museum and La
Fontanilla, from where Columbus got his supply of water
for the journey.
At the top of the hill, witnessing the departure of the
Columbian ships, are San Jorge church, built in MudejarGothic style, and the old castle. Before leaving, you must
visit the Pinzón brothers’ house and the Naval Museum, to

PALOS DE LA
FRONTERA, THE
START OF THE
MAIN STAGE
PALOS DE LA FRONTERA, THE START OF THE MAIN STAGE
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REGULATION
COMPETENCES
The Legend of Tartessos is a cycling stage race of UCI 2.S2
MTB Marathon category, in which you can also participate in the
weekend challenge format.
regulations. Anything not covered by these regulations, will be
regulations of the UCI.
Only those registered individually in the UCI Elite category will be
able to obtain UCI points and prize money.
stage will be posted online. There will be different starting grids

Each passage control, technical area or supply point has a
can be seen in the route meter of the stages, taking the slowest
established average speed as a reference.
Help outside the technical areas is not allowed and will result in
The organisation is not responsible for accidents related to each
Support accreditations for the technical area must be requested
by the competition secretary. Unauthorised persons and vehicles
will not have access to the technical areas.

followed by the participants of the individual category.

REGULATION
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LICENCE
To participate in The Legend of Tartessos it is necessary to have a
currently valid federation licence.
Those who do not have a federation cyclist licence can apply for
a temporary one, valid only for this competition, approved by the
Royal Spanish Cycling Federation (RFEC).

QUALIFICATION
tape. A GPS device is recommended to follow the routes,
although its use is not required.
The organisation will provide the tracks in electronic format, 5

This licence has an additional cost of €10 per person per day
and allows you to compete in the selected category, with the
conditions that apply to the UCI Elite categories. This licence will
be processed directly through the registration form.
Cycling touring or other sports licences will not be accepted.
In accordance with the Royal Spanish Cycling Federation (RFEC)
regulations, foreign participants holding a cycling licence not
processed by the RFEC must have written authorisation from their
This document must be sent to the commissioners before getting
your bib number.

REGULATION

BICYCLE
The bicycle must comply with the UCI regulations in terms of
technical features and safety measures. Participants can change
the bike at each stage, but they cannot be completely replaced or
changed during a stage.

matching that of the bicycle.
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REFRESHMENT POINTS AND TECHNICAL AREAS
Refreshment points are duly marked on the route. They have
everything necessary to cover hydration and food needs.
Technical areas will be the only points where assistance and
supplies will be allowed.

any participant who does not observe these rules, without the
possibility of continuing in the competition.

WITHDRAWAL

incur during the course of the event.

Any participant who decides to abandon the race must inform
the organisers as soon as possible. Failure to communicate this

If necessary, due to force majeure or the safety of the
participants, the organisation reserves the right to delay the
departure time or modify, alter or cancel a stage, without fully or
partially refunding the registration fee or services contracted, with
or without cancellation insurance.

emergency, and with a view to the safety of the participants, the
organisers may compel the withdrawal of a participant from the
competition.

All participants cede their image rights to the organisation, which
can use any photograph or video made during the competition
and linked to it, or one derived from it. The organisers accept no

where the competition takes place if there is an emergency
MISCELLANEOUS
All participants are subject to possible anti-doping controls,
in accordance with the UCI or Anti-Doping Commission
regulations. All riders must be respectful towards other
participants, commissioners, volunteers, staff, journalists
and spectators. The route through which the competition

authorities. In that case, the stage would be suspended, without
the possibility of making any claim against the organisers as this
would be outside its powers.
All participants must have been at least 18 years old on January
1, 2022.

disseminated.

REGULATION
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CATEGORIES AND PRIZES
CATEGORIES
Riders registered for the four stages of the Legend of
Tartessos 2022 can participate in the following categories
individually:

• Women’s Absolute: Two female riders aged 18 or over on
January 1, 2022 who hold a federation licence or take out
insurance for the trial.

• Elite UCI: A racer aged 18 or over on 1 January 2022 who
holds a federation licence or takes out insurance for the
trial.

•

•

• In addition, the half mode (stages 3 and 4) allows
participation in the following categories:

•

•

years old and who holds a Master federation licence for
competitive cycling. If he or she holds an Elite licence, the
racer will not be allowed to compete in this category.
years old and who holds a Master federation licence for
competitive cycling. If he or she holds a Master 30 licence,
the racer will not be allowed to compete in this category.
years old and who holds a Master federation licence for
competitive cycling. If he or she holds an Elite, Master 40 or
Master 30 licence, the racer will not be allowed to compete
in this category.

In addition, riders can participate in the following categories in
the pairs format:

over on January 1, 2022 who hold a federation licence or take
out insurance for the trial.

• Elite: A racer aged 18 or over on 1 January 2022 who holds
a federation licence or takes out insurance for the trial. NonUCI.
The rest of the categories, similar to the 4-day trial.
competitors to be staged. If this minimum is not reached, the
organisation will decide which categories will be merged with
each other or even eliminated.
The start in each stage will be from gate 4.
go to part of the individual ones.

• Men’s Absolute: Two male riders aged 18 or over on
January 1, 2022 who hold a federation licence or take out
insurance for the trial.

CATEGORIES AND PRIZES
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PRIZES
UCI Elite category riders obtain UCI points and cash prizes.

Cash prizes (only for UCI Elite category)

POSITION

UCI POINTS

POSITION

UCI POINTS

POSITION

STAGES

TOTAL

1

80

14

17

1

240€

450€

2

70

15

16

2

180€

360€

3

60

16

15

3

120€

270€

4

55

17

14

4

5

50

18

13

5

60€

180€

6

45

19

12

6

54€

162€

7

40

20

10

7

48€

144€

8

35

21

8

8

42€

126€

9

30

22

6

9

36€

108€

10

25

23

4

10

30€

11

20

24

2

25

1

12
13

CATEGORIES AND PRIZES

228€

18
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PICKING UP
PICKING UP YOUR BIB NUMBERS AND PERMITS

RIDER BAG

Registration and assignment of bib numbers will take place at the
Fuerte el Rompido hotel. This is the timetable:

When you pick up your participant number for the Legend
of Tartessos, you will also receive a bag of promotional and
souvenir items.

Wednesday, February 2: from 15:00 h.
Thursday, February 3:

•

Friday, February 4: from 15.00 h.

• Straight to Legend sports t-shirt

Numbers will be assigned by category and according to the
ranking of the last UCI update.

• Buhobike Legend of Tartessos neck warmer

participants. Riders must wear it every day they race.
Athletes staying at the Fuerte El Rompido hotel will be given
another bracelet to identify them as guests, which they must wear
together with the registration bracelet for the competition.

PICKING UP

• Straight to Legend bottle
• Buhobike bag
•
• Rider’s guide
• Glow Huelva Tourism magazine
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STARTING AND FINISHING
The starts of the four stages of The Legend of Tartessos must follow
in order of category and number, followed by the participants of the
individual category.
The starting grid will open 20 (twenty) minutes before the scheduled
start time.
be allowed access to the grid. If a participant is not situated in his
proper place, he must be go to the end of his corresponding starting
group.
given, unless authorised by the stewards.
Any participants who start after that time will be considered as DNS
(did not start).

• Stage 1:
the Plaza Redonda de Cartaya.
• Stage 2:
the municipality of Huerto Ramírez.
• Stage 3:
Trade Fair.
• Stage 4:
Rompido hotel.
Chipserena is the company in charge of timing the event, using
devices on the participants’ numbers.
Each stage will have intermediate phases that can be followed
live every day on the website https://www.chipserena.es/

DRY CLOTHES
Each biker will be provided with a bag, where the bib number
have to be visible. In that bag each racer can put the dry
o each stage.

STARTING AND FINISHING
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EXTRA SERVICES
Legend of Tartessos riders have services at their disposal to
facilitate their participation in the race.
IN-RACE TECHNICAL SERVICES

QUIEROMISFOTOS
The company QuieroMisPhotos.com will compile a trial report.
You can obtain a selection of photos for a special price in
a quick and easy commemorative pack format: including

Available for any participant requiring technical assistance
during the race.
No registration required, as it is offered by the organisation and
carried out by the company Sport Bici.

MASQUEBICI
Offers personalised mechanical services and recuperative and
warm-up massages. To enlist, the rider should contact the
company area at the base centre or visit their web.

here.
TRANSFER SERVICE
The Legend of Tartessos has its base and logistics centre in the
town of El Rompido, Cartaya. However, the second and third
is therefore available to facilitate logistics for participants.
This service covers stages 2 and 3 and has a single price of
€55, for both rider and bicycle.
Stage 3 alone is available in half modality, for €22.

EXTRA SERVICES
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TIMETABLE
The Legend of Tartessos participants must scrupulously
observe all timetables established by the organisation. These
are liable to change for reasons of security, logistics or by
decision of the judges or organisation. It is therefore the
responsibility of the teams and, in general, of the participating
cyclists to ensure they keep abreast of what is happening in the
competition.
The Legend of Tartessos website and social networks will be
minute changes will be published, as well as for the start times
of the following stage.
From Wednesday 2nd to Saturday 6th of February, a technical
talk will take place for all participants. This will be compulsory
for the professional technicians of the teams.

TIMETABLE

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 2
10:30 h

Huelva Provincial Council.

15:00 a 20:00 h Bib collection for participants and press
accreditations in the technical secretariat and
media room, respectively, based at the Fuerte El
Rompido Hotel.
19:00 h Stage 1 technical meeting, Conference room,
Fuerte el Rompido hotel.
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THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 3
8:00 a 9:00 h Bib collection for participants and press
accreditations in the technical secretariat and
media room, respectively, based at the Fuerte El
Rompido Hotel.
9:40 h Starting gates open at the Fuerte el Rompido
hotel.
10:00 h Start of stage 1 from Hotel Fuerte el Rompido.
12:30 h

Plaza Redonda de Cartaya.

13:30 h Awards ceremony in the Plaza Redonda,
Cartaya.
15:00 h

Plaza Redonda, Cartaya.

19:00 h Stage 2 technical meeting, Conference room,
Fuerte el Rompido hotel.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 4
09:40 h Starting gates open at Huerto Ramírez, El
Almendro.
10:00 h Start of stage 2 from Huerto Ramírez, El
Almendro.
12:45 h

Huerto Ramírez, El Almendro.

13:30 h Awards ceremony at Huerto Ramírez, El
Almendro.
15:00 h

Huerto Ramírez, El Almendro.

16:30 a 20:30 h Bib collection for participants for the half
modality participants, in the technical
secretariat, Fuerte El Rompido hotel.
18:00 h Emilio Martín and Iván Raña give a talk, ‘Legend
champions’, Conference hall, Hotel Fuerte El
Rompido
19:00 h Stage 3 technical meeting, Conference room,
Fuerte el Rompido hotel.
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SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 5

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 6

09:10 h Starting gates open at Muelle de las Carabelas,
La Rábida, Palos de la Frontera

10:00

09:30 h Start of stage 3 from Muelle de las Carabelas, La
Rábida, Palos de la Frontera

11.00 ‘Woman in Bike’ meeting.

13:30 h
18:00 h

Valverde del Camino.
Valverde del Camino.

14:30 h Awards ceremony at Valverde del Camino.
18.00 h Raúl Doctore gives a talk on on bicycle
mechanics, Conference hall, Hotel Fuerte El
Rompido

11:10
12:00
13:30

Rompido Marina car park

Fuerte el Rompido hotel
Marina car park
Fuerte el Rompido hotel

13:30 Awards ceremony at Fuerte el Rompido hotel

19:30 h Stage 4 technical meeting, Conference room,
Fuerte el Rompido hotel.

TIMETABLE
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OTHER ACTIVITIES
TALK, ‘LEGEND CHAMPIONS’
with Iván Raña y Emilio Martín.
Date: Friday 4 February
Time: 18.00h
Place: Conference hall in hotel Fuerte El Rompido.
RAÚL DOCTORE TALK.
Date: sábado 5 de febrero
Time: 18.30h
Place: Conference hall in hotel Fuerte El Rompido.
‘WOMAN IN BIKE’ MEETING
Date: Sunday 6 February
Finish: 13.30h
Place: Parking in Mall El Rompido.
More info

OTHER ACTIVITIES
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MEDIA
The media are a fundamental part of any event, and this includes
the Legend of Tartessos 2022.
PRESS AREA
A press area has been set up In the base centre at Fuerte El
Rompido hotel for accredited professionals to carry out their
work. This area has a Wi-Fi internet connection.
base centre:

PRESS REGULATIONS - THE LEGEND OF TARTESSOS 2022
The media wishing to cover the Legend of Tartessos 2022 event
must be accredited and abide by the following rules:
• To be accredited for the Legend of Tartessos 2022, you must
Once the application is accepted, the organisation will send
com. This email must be shown (either printed or on screen)
to receive a press pass. If this application has not been
area provided for this, at the Fuerte El Rompido hotel.

In Huerto Ramírez, in the multifunctional building.
In Muelle de las Carabelas, in the reception area interior.
However, a Wi-Fi connection is not guaranteed here.

In addition, everything that happens in the Legend of Tartessos
can be seen every day in retransmissions on Canal Sur Television
and on Teledeporte and Telecinco at the end of the race.

• Passes can be collected from 3 pm - 8 pm, Wednesday,
designated area.
• Press passes issued for the Legend of Tartessos 2022 will be
valid for this event only.
• They are nominative, non-transferable and must be visible at
all times during the race and associated activities.
• The Legend of Tartessos organisation reserves the right to
other personnel in certain areas.
• Possession of a press pass does not imply the person is
covered by any type of insurance in the event of an accident;
so the holder is responsible for any consequences that may
arise from using it.

MEDIOS
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• The Legend of Tartessos organisation will issue passes to
media workers and freelance members who prove it.
•

•

•

photographers or cameras). However, the organisation
reserves the right to vary this number depending on the needs.

• It is strictly forbidden to smoke and eat in the areas near and
inside the race circuit. Please keep work areas clean.
stipulated, the Legend of Tartessos organisation reserves the
right to limit media numbers at its discretion, after receiving
requests within the stipulated period.

• For safety reasons, masks must be worn at all times, and any
measures stipulated for the areas enabled must be followed
at all times.
• Failure to comply with any of the rules or unruly behaviour
causing a nuisance for the organisation, the race itself or the
work of other media professionals will lead to the withdrawal
of the pass and a refusal to allow access to the premises
enabled by the Legend of Tartessos organisation.

• The media must clear the race start areas 10 minutes before
the race start, by standing behind fences or in the areas
provided for this; thus allowing the race to proceed unhindered
at all times.
• Accreditation implies acceptance of all these rules, as well
as authorisation for the use of data by the organisation, as
stated in the ‘Privacy Policy’ section of the Legend of Tartessos
website.
•

the organisation, with such changes being communicated to
accredited media.

• For safety reasons, only graphic media will be able to access
certain areas of the race route, with the organisation limiting
the presence of media and other personnel if necessary.
• The Legend of Tartessos organisation reserves the right to
concrete situations.
• The organisation will enable areas for the work of accredited
media personnel, but will not be responsible for the
surveillance and care of the technical teams involved.

MEDIOS
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STAFF

Luis Cegarra

David Robles

Javier Macías

Teresa Toscano

Inés Medero

Marina Cardoso

Monte Núñez

Roberto Mesa

Alejandro Moreno

Eugenia Porcel

CONTACT:

STAFF
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Andalucía,
el lugar del
deporte
Andalucía es un destino privilegiado
para la práctica de todo tipo de
deportes.
climáticas y la calidad de las
instalaciones deportivas
con las que cuenta, hacen que la
región andaluza sea un lugar
preferente para la celebración de
actividades y eventos deportivos.
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laleyendadetartessos.com

